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ABSTRACT
We present a hierarchical method for segmenting text areas
in natural images. The method assumes that the text is writ-
ten with a contrasting color on a more or less uniform back-
ground. But no assumption is made regarding the language
or character set used to write the text. In particular, the text
can contain simple graphics or symbols. The key feature of
our approach is that we first concentrate on finding the back-
ground of the text, before testing whether there is actually text
on the background. Since uniform areas are easy to find in
natural images, and since text backgrounds define areas which
contain ”holes” (where the text is written) we thus look for
uniform areas containing ”holes” and label them as text back-
grounds candidates. Each candidate area is then further tested
for the presence of text within its convex hull. We tested our
method on a database of 65 images including English and
Urdu text. The method correctly segmented all the text ar-
eas in 63 of these images, and in only 4 of these were areas
that do not contain text also segmented.
Index Terms— text segmentation, uniform texture.
1. INTRODUCTION
Finding areas of text in a natural image is a difficult prob-
lem. One reason for this is that, from a texture and geometric
standpoint, many objects (e.g., tree branches or electrical wire
on a blue sky) resemble text. In addition, the text size, font,
color, orientation and skew are generally unpredictable. In
the following, we introduce an efficient method for finding
text areas in natural images. The only assumption we make
regarding the text is that it is written on a more or less uni-
form background using a contrasting color. In particular, the
text could be written in cursive letters or with foreign charac-
ters and even contain simple graphics. We proceed by using
a combination of texture and shape features in order to se-
quentially rule out regions of the image which do not contain
text. One of key elements of our approach is that we begin by
focusing on finding the text background, rather than the text
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itself. Finding backgrounds is a lot simpler than finding text
directly. It can be accomplished robustly by extracting some
well chosen texture features. Once a potential background
area has been selected, we then use a combination of shape
and color features to detect whether text is present inside the
area. Having pre-identified the background provides us with
a sample of the background color and texture, and thus sim-
plifies the problem of determining whether there is text on the
background. The search for the text area is performed hierar-
chically in a top-down fashion: if no text is found at a given
scale, then we look for text at a smaller scale. This allows us
to find the text without making prior assumptions regarding
the font and area sizes.
There is an extensive literature on the problem of seg-
menting text areas in images. Many methods are specifically
designed to deal with special types of images, such as doc-
uments [1], webpages [2], or pictures of newspaper [3]. For
each type of documents, assumptions are made regarding the
type of text present in the image and its surrounding. For
example, for newspapers it can be assumed that the text is
written in black on a white background, for text written using
the roman alphabet it can be assumed that the characters are
written at regular intervals, etc. One problem that resembles
the problem of finding text in natural area is that of segment-
ing license plates on natural images containing cars [4, 5], on
which a lot of effort has been put.
The general problem of finding text in natural images has
also been considered [6, 7, 8]. Many text area segmenta-
tion methods formulate the problem as a two-class decision
problem: is the given block/pixel part of a text area or not?
Then the problem is reduced to finding good features for
formulating this decision problem and finding a good classi-
fier for making decisions. In general, three types of features
are used for identifying the text: texture based, edge based
or connected-component based. Sometimes, three or more
classes are considered (e.g., text, background, and other) in
order to increase the accuracy of the classification. But false
positives always constitute a nuisance and the parameters
of the classifier must be carefully tuned in order to avoid
them as much as possible. In contrast, we do not look text
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directly, but rather find the text by first finding likely text
contexts and studying the features of each potential text con-
text to decide whether or not it contains text. False positives
in the early stages thus do not constitute a problem, and so
we can conservatively estimate the thresholds of the early
decision parameters. The details of our approach are given in
the next section. In Section 3, we present our experimental
methodology and results before concluding in Section 4.
2. PROPOSED SEGMENTATION METHOD
All the text areas that can be found in natural images have
little in common. They can be written in different languages
(e.g., English, Korean, Arabic) with different fonts, using dif-
ferent colors, and on different backgrounds. Shadows and
occlusions can also be present. The image acquisition pro-
cess adds further variability such as camera skew, distance,
lighting and motion blur. But almost all the text that is eas-
ily noticeable by humans has an important characteristic: it
is written on a background that is more or less uniform, at
least piecewise. Another common characteristic is that the
text color typically contrasts with the background color.
In order to look for text, we thus begin by looking for
image areas where the color is more or less uniform. So we
divide the image into blocks of equal size and test each block
for uniformity. The initial block size is set to one quarter the
image size. Once uniform blocks have been identified, we
group them based on color similarity and proximity. Groups
whose shape is incompatible with that of a text background
are then ruled out. The interior of the convex hull of each
group that remains is then tested for the presence of text. If
no text is found, then a smaller block size is chosen and the
above steps are repeated. A schematic representation of this
process is given in Figure 1. We now describe each step in
more details.
2.1. Uniform Block Detection
Once the image is divided into blocks of size k× k, we select
the blocks that have a uniform texture. One way to do this
consists in looking at the color distribution of the pixels con-
tained in the block, and in checking to what extent this 3-D
distribution is scattered: a low amount of scattering is an in-
dication of a uniform color. However, this would not account
for the fact that some backgrounds are made of pixels of dif-
ferent colors that are arranged in such a way that they do not
form any visible higher level structures. Such backgrounds
do look uniform, even though their color distribution may be
very scattered.
We therefore use an alternative approach to quantify the
uniformity of a given block. We consider each k × k color
block as a sum of three one-color blocks: a red one, a green
one and a blue one. More precisely, after concatenating the
rows of pixels of the block, we can represent it as a k2 × 3
Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of the Steps of the Proposed
Area Segmentation Method.
matrix 
p1
p2
...
pk2
 =

r1 g1 b1
r2 g2 b2
...
...
...
rk2 gk2 bk2
 .
Then each row of the above matric (which corresponds
to a k × k block of a single color) is projected onto a basis
{v1,v2, . . . ,vk2} of Rk2 which satisfies the following con-
ditions:
1. the entries of the basis vectors consist of +1’s and−1’s
2. the sum of the entry of any basis element is equal to
zero.
In other words, the value of the projection of a row of the
matrix onto any one of these basis vectors quantifies the dif-
ference between the amount of color on two regions of equal
size within the block. Some elements of such a basis are il-
lustrated in Figure 2. The basis elements can be viewed as
filters which quantify uniformity of the color of the block: the
smaller the projection of the three color blocks onto these ba-
sis elements, the more uniform the texture of the given color
block.
We can write

r1
r2
...
rk2
 =
k2∑
i=1
αivi,

g1
g2
...
gk2
 =
k2∑
i=1
βivi,

b1
b2
...
bk2
 =
k2∑
i=1
γivi,
where αi is equal to the dot product between (r1, . . . , rk2)T
and the basis vector vi divided by the norm of vi, and sim-
ilarly for βi end γi. Observe that a block has a completely
uniform color if and only if all the coefficients αi’s, βi’s and
γi’s are zero.
In our method, we take each block of the image and obtain
the coefficients αi, βi and γi of the expansion for each color
of the block. We then choose the blocks for which the L2
norm of these coefficients is less than one standard deviation
below the mean of the other blocks inside the picture. This
threshold was chosen empirically. For better performance, it
could be learned from a training set.
Fig. 2. Some Basis Vectors used as Filters to Quantify the
Uniformity of the Blocks. The colors black and white are
used to represent +1 and −1 entries respectively.
2.2. Uniform Block Grouping
Once the uniform blocks have been selected, we group them
together in order to form uniform regions. We begin by
grouping sets of connected blocks based on color similarity.
More precisely, we group together connected uniform blocks
if the distance between their mean color vector is less than 45.
Again, this threshold value was chosen empirically. A better
value could be obtained from a training set. Once we have
obtained connected uniform regions, we merge these regions
based on color similarity and based on the variation of color
in the space between them. More precisely, we merge regions
such that
1. the distance between their mean color vector is less than
45;
2. the distribution of colors between the two regions is ei-
ther unimodal or bimodal. If it is bimodal we look for
at least a distance of 100 between the two peaks.
2.3. Shape Test for Groups of Uniform Blocks
Since the image areas containing the text itself are not uni-
form, then any uniform region corresponding to the back-
ground of a sign must have ”holes”. In other words, we as-
sume that the text is at least partially surrounded by a uniform
area. Any selected uniform area which is connected and con-
vex is thus eliminated. This simple step rules out most of the
uniform regions identified with the previous steps. The few
remaining regions (if any) go through the next and final step
of our method. Note that one often needs to reach a small
scale before a uniform region with an appropriate shape is
identified.
2.4. Test for Text Inside Convex Hull of Group
Given a uniform area with holes, we obtain the convex hull
of that area and test whether text is present inside. There are
many sophisticated ways to test for the presence of text. But
many of these ways are language specific. Fortunately, we
found that considering the color distribution of the convex
hull of the uniform region was enough to discriminate be-
tween text and non-text in most circumstances. Our test is
based on the fact that text areas contain few and contrasting
colors. We thus look for color distribution which are multi-
modal and with a large distance between the modes. More
precisely, we expand our uniform regions using smaller block
sizes until we cover as much of the background as possible.
We then determine the average color intensity of the set of
points within the convex hull that are not part of the back-
ground. The color distance between background and non-
background points provides an accurate feature to determine
which regions contain text. Currently we use a color distance
of 100 as a conservative minimum distance between text and
(a)
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Fig. 3. A Few Samples of our Experimental Results. (a) Text of varying sizes and color (including graphics). (b) Street sign in
front of a smooth background (sky). (c) Non-rectangular text area. (d) Text written in English and Urdu both are successfully
segmented. (e) Street sign in front of a textured background (cement). (f) Text printed on an irregular surface. (g) Shop display.
background. Again, training could be used to select a better
threshold.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our method on a database of 65 (three megapixel)
images of outdoor signs and shop displays. Ten of these
images contained outdoor signs written in both English and
Urdu. The rest (55 images) contained English signs only,
but some included simple graphics as well. All the text area
was correctly segmented in 63 (i.e., 97%) of these 65 im-
ages. In four of these 63 images, some other areas were also
segmented as well. However, these areas all contain highly
contrasting high level structures on a uniform background
which in many ways resemble text (for example, a capital ”i”
letter) but could be ruled out from a semantic point of view.
4. CONCLUSION
We have presented a top-down hierarchical methods for find-
ing text areas in natural images. The key point of this method
is that it begins by looking for text background areas before
testing for the presence of text inside the selected areas. The
method correctly segmented all the text in 97% of the images
in a small database of outdoor signs and shop displays. In
future work, we will test the method on a larger database of
natural images. To improve the results, we will use training
to choose the optimal parameters for all the decisions we per-
form. We will also investigate the use of more sophisticated
text presence test (e.g., edge based or connected component
based) in order to improve the quality of the last step of our
method.
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